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Abstract
The interaction between complex terrain and storm behavior is dependent on many
interconnected processes, and the influence of one parameter is hard to distinguish from other
variables affecting storm characteristics. Idealized computer simulations are a crucial tool in
determining what effect variations in a single input parameter, like obstacle height, have on
convection. While recent studies have been able to establish some relationships, many of the
processes are still not well understood.
This study investigated the relationship between two variables, obstacle height and
obstacle slope, on storm behavior using Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model
idealized supercell simulation, concentrating on small obstacle heights and large slopes neglected
by many previous studies. The study concluded that an increased height of the obstacle had a
positive effect on storm intensity measured as the extent and magnitude of simulated reflectivity,
and that both upslope and downslope propagation of the storm were linked with processes that
had the potential to increase storm rotation.
For the same obstacle height, a shallower slope and thus an increased residence time was
found to have a stronger increasing effect of storm strength. In general, terrain with an obstacle
was found to produce more severe storms for all heights and slopes compared to control
simulation, although not all of the contributing processes are well understood. However,
application of these results to the real environment is still in its infancy and requires further study
with a larger parameter space and more detailed data.
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1. Introduction
The development and propagation of convective systems is a complex process that is
dependent on multiple interconnected atmospheric dynamic and thermodynamic processes.
Therefore, storm characteristic such as intensity, duration, and propagation are sensitive to
atmospheric conditions where even small variations can affect the balance of forces and cause
significant alterations in the resulting storm properties. These properties in turn combine to
determine the likelihood of severe features such as tornadoes, hail, or straight-line winds that can
have significant impact on human life and property. Therefore, detailed understanding of these
processes is vital in providing effective tornado and severe storm warnings and maximizing
warning lead time, as well as in recognizing areas that are in general more vulnerable to storm
effects such as flash flooding, wind, and hail damage (Hierro et al., 2013; LaPenta et al., 2005;
Reeves & Lin, 2007).
While many aspects of storm dynamics have been studied for decades, the effects of
complex terrain and surface variation on these processes have received limited attention from the
atmospheric science community until recently, even though surface features can play a
remarkable role in determining the development of convective systems (Frame & Markowski,
2006). Terrain features have been partly ignored because there have been fewer reports of
tornado-producing supercells in mountainous or complex environments. However, it is not clear
if this is because mountainous terrain disrupts low-level flows and precludes tornadogenesis, or
whether these features are underreported because fewer people live in these areas, fewer
structures can be damaged, and damage surveys are often more cumbersome to conduct (Bosart
et al., 2006). Recent radar observations have verified the occurrence of supercells and tornadoes
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over highly variable terrain and elevations, and funnel clouds have been occasionally observed
over terrain as high as the Rocky Mountains (Bluestein, 2000).
A significant hindrance in understanding the effect of complex terrain on storm behavior
is that observational studies cannot effectively distinguish the influence of terrain features from
other forcing mechanisms. On the other hand, numerical simulation studies are usually less risky,
less expensive, and more flexible, as they can be used to investigate the impact of atmospheric
and topographic variations while isolating the effects of a single variable (Drullion, 2009; Smith
& Lin, 2016). Simulations based on observed data and environmental conditions of tornadic
events have been able to confirm a correlation between supercell characteristics and terrain
features, but these studies have some limitations because of the inherent uncertainty of
observations as well as because of the difficulty in modifying observed data to suit the altered
terrain. These uncertainties can be avoided in idealized simulations, where variations caused by a
change in a single parameter can be more easily isolated (Smith & Lin, 2016). Recent decades
have witnessed great progress in numerical simulations, which are now capable of portraying
accurately the mesoscale environment of both idealized and real convective systems (Ćurić et al.,
2007).
However, most idealized storm simulations have concentrated on aspects such as
environmental wind shear profile or thermodynamic variations, utilizing uniform flat terrain as a
convenient approximation of reality. While these simulations can predict the behavior of storms
on the Great Plains where terrain relief is relatively unvaried, in regions like the southeast United
States the effect of surface variations on storm characteristics is far from negligible. Therefore,
the interaction between convection and complex terrain is important when assessing local areas
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of heightened risk when the synoptic-scale conditions indicate potential for severe weather in
these areas (Tang et al., 2016).
While there are several simulation studies that have specifically investigated topography
effects on storms, many have concentrated on large-scale mountains where the orographic effect
would induce condensation and precipitation even without a pre-existing convective system.
Together with the blocking and modifying effect of the mountain on the cold air out-flow, they
have been shown to have a dominating effect on storm behavior in the vicinity of large elevation
variations (Chu & Lin, 2000). While this orographic effect of large mountains is relatively welldocumented, the influence of smaller terrain relief variations on the general circulation of storm
systems is not yet well understood.
This study investigates the role of complex terrain on storm behavior by conducting a
comparative simulation study using WRF computer model to determine the impact of variable
height and slope on storm parameters such as updraft strength, vorticity, and storm location and
propagation inferred from simulated reflectivity data. It concentrates on smaller-scale terrain
features using idealized supercell simulations with an introduced two-dimensional obstacle to
perform a detailed analysis of the observed differences in supercell development and
propagation.
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2. Background
Terrain effects on storm dynamics have often been ignored as negligible compared to the
effects of local stability and processes like frontal lifting and baroclinic vorticity generation.
Considering the much larger vertical height of an average convective system, idealized models
have often ignored the effects of small to moderate surface height variations.
However, recent studies have reaffirmed the importance of terrain features as a modifier
of local environmental fields, and as the deciding factor in cases with borderline favorable
conditions for convective initiation. As a mathematical model, atmosphere is often illconditioned, i.e. a small variation in input parameters can result in a large variation in the output.
Therefore, terrain induced variability can have a cascading effect on the storm behavior both
directly and indirectly by altering the input parameters for other atmospheric processes.
Idealized simulations have supported the hypothesis that mesocyclones can acquire at
least part of their vorticity from orographically-enhanced environments, with larger scale
features responsible for an increase in vorticity and smaller scale terrain affecting the storm
intensity (Geerts et al., 2009; Homar et al., 2003; Smith & Lin, 2016). Other studies have
attributed changes in tornado track, storm motion, structure, and intensity to relatively modest
terrain features (Smith & Lin, 2016; Zhang et al., 2015). Observational studies have also noted a
correlation between variations in storm rotation and topographic features and hypothesized
topography-induced stretching in a high-vorticity environment (Knupp et al., 2014).
Some observational and simulation studies have reported tornado-intensity wind damage
in synoptic conditions that do not favor convective activity, and found that the interaction
between regional topography and changing wind field can be a significant contributor to the
vortex development (Lennard, 2014). On the other hand, simulations in certain environmental
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and terrain conditions have found no correlation between topography and storm behavior
(Mantsangouras et al., 2016). These seemingly contradictory results might suggest that terrain
inhomogeneities can play a more significant role in storm dynamics when synoptic conditions
are ambiguous (Tang et al., 2016). Additionally, terrain variation can have different effects based
on the type of convective system (Frame & Markowski, 2006) and the direction of the
environmental surface winds (Markowski & Dotzek, 2011). With very complex terrain, the
interaction is even more complicated, sometimes resulting in deflection, attraction, and stalling
of vortices over the slope, transient strengthening or weakening of the mesocyclone, and
dramatic changes in corner flow structure (Lewellen, 2012).

2.1. Theoretical influences of topography on storm behavior
The propagation and development of a supercell thunderstorm differs substantially from
than of an ordinary thunderstorm due to the dynamic effects of the storm rotation and the
environmental wind shear that have contributed to the formation of the supercell in the first
place. The development of rotation in a supercell is characterized by the vertical vorticity
equation (1)

where (a) is the change of vertical vorticity with time, (b) is the vertical advection of vertical
vorticity, (c) is the tilting of horizontal vorticity, (d) is the stretching of vertical vorticity, (e) is
the friction term, and (f) is horizontal advection of vertical vorticity.
Horizontal streamwise vorticity in the supercell environment is the most important source
of vertical vorticity for the storm where convergence of vorticity enhances updraft rotation at low
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levels where the storm inflow is primarily confined (Davies-Jones, 1984). A buoyancy-driven
updraft initiated by local instability tilts the horizontal vorticity into the vertical, creating a
vorticity couplet, and as the environmental winds encounter this upward motion, they advect this
couplet either away from the updraft (purely cross-wise vorticity) or towards the updraft
(streamwise/antistreamwise vorticity), resulting in a rotating updraft through the tilting term.
Vertical velocity gradient from surface to the peak updraft around equilibrium level will then
increase the vertical vorticity through the stretching term.
In addition to the thermodynamic effect of buoyancy, the effects of pressure perturbations
regulate the behavior of the supercell updraft by either enhancing or inhibiting vertical
movement in nearby regions. These perturbations resulting in either upward or downward
pressure gradient forces can be approximated by two terms: the non-linear and the linear pressure
perturbation terms. All in all, this leads to the equation (2)

where p’ is the dynamic pressure perturbation, ζ’ is the vorticity perturbation, S is the
environmental shear vector, and w’ is the vertical velocity perturbation.
The non-linear perturbations term is connected to the tilting of horizontal vorticity, as the
stretching of vorticity creates a maximum of either cyclonic or anticyclonic vorticity within the
updraft where vorticity magnitude increases from the surface to this level. By the term (3)

this leads to a low perturbation pressure within the velocity couplets, leading to upward motion.
These new updrafts will strengthen, while the initial updraft in the middle will weaken due to
precipitation loading, leading to an eventual splitting of the storm (Klemp, 1987). Subsequent
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splitting will favor the couplets on either edge of the new storms, as their development is not
inhibited by the downdraft area of the original storm in the middle. This results in the rightward
propagation of the right-side storm and leftward propagation of the left-side storm.
The linear pressure perturbation term is produced by the interaction of environmental
winds with the updraft. When winds with positive vertical wind shear encounter an updraft, they
will create an area of high perturbation pressure upshear of the updraft and a corresponding area
of low perturbation pressure on the downshear side through the relation (4)

In most supercell environments in midlatitudes, the winds are veering with height. This
means that the original storm motion is to the right of low-level winds and shear and to the left of
upper level shear vector. Therefore, a high (low) perturbation pressure will form to the right
(left) of the storm in the low levels and a low (high) perturbation pressure to the right (left) of the
storm in the upper levels. This will induce an upward (downward) pressure gradient force to the
right (left) of the storm. The result is the enhancement of the right-side upward motion connected
to the non-linear term and the strengthening of the right-moving supercell storm, while the
updraft connected to the left-moving counterpart gets suppressed in a veering environment
(Davies-Jones, 1984; Klemp, 1987).
Therefore, the right-moving storm is usually dominant in split supercells. However, since
the storm-relative winds change with the changing storm motion, this can result in a backing
profile for the left-moving storm if the storm propagation is strong enough, producing an
anticyclonic supercell. All in all, in most midlatitude supercell environments the strong
environmental directional shear with veering winds will result in dominantly right-moving
supercells whose movement is mainly determined by the linear pressure perturbation term.
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As can be seen from relation (4), a stronger updraft results in a stronger pressure
perturbation, which leads to a stronger updraft. This in turn increases the stretching of vorticity
through term (d) of the vorticity equation, which leads to even stronger pressure perturbation
through non-linear pressure perturbation term (3). This positive feedback loop can support
continued supercell development even in an environment with negative buoyancy as long as the
initial updraft has been able to develop.
All of these processes can be influenced by complex terrain. As terrain features can
modify low-level wind fields, resulting in increased or decreased shear, they impact directly the
splitting and propagation behavior of a supercell. (Davies-Jones, 1984). Simulation studies have
found that in general terrain obstacles tend to intensify storm splitting into cyclonic and
anticyclonic counterparts, and that their further propagation is also strongly determined by
terrain configuration (Ćurić et al., 2007).
The process through which terrain affects storm behavior is complex, and there are
several theories about the main contributing factor. Terrain can modify environmental winds to
induce variation in local vorticity, SRH and thermodynamic fields that affect storm behavior. It
can also block and channel environmental flows, and upslope and downslope propagation can
lead to stronger updrafts and enhanced rotation of the mesocyclone, respectively (Smith et al.,
2016). The impact of a terrain features on the potential for severe weather also depends on
factors such as the orientation and structure of the feature, the storm environment, characteristics
of the storm encountering the feature, and its movement relative to the feature (Schneider, 2009).
Topographic configurations can offer local orographic enhancements to mesocyclone formation
as well as disrupt tornadogenesis due to increased friction depending on the channeling of
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ambient low-level flows and the specific propagation vector of the supercell (Bosart et al., 2006).
Some of the specific interactions between topography and storm behavior are detailed below.

2.1.1. Terrain blocking
Many simulation studies have concentrated on the behavior of convective systems around
large features, where the behavior of the storm outflow plays a leading role. Several studies have
shown that the blocking effect of elevated terrain can dominate the modification of background
environment when the height of the obstacle is high enough. Terrain elevation has been found to
increase the storm inflow well before the storm enters the modified environment, leading to
increased hydrometeor density, larger area of precipitation, and enhanced cold pool outflow
(Smith et al., 2016).
The propagation of a storm is dependent on the height of the obstruction, as the kinetic
energy of the air flow needs to compensate for the increasing potential energy. The behavior of
the flow over a mountain is represented by the Froude number
F = U/(Nh),
where U is the wind speed, N is the Brunt-Väisälä frequency of the air and h is the
mountain height (Chu & Lin, 2000).
A low Froude number suggests blocked flow where the density current propagates
upstream, counteracting the storm motion and resulting in moderate precipitation over a large
area upstream of the obstacle. A large Froude number suggests unblocked flow where the storm
velocity exceeds the velocity of the outflow boundary. In this case, the storm will continue to
ascend, resulting in heavy precipitation on the upslope side of the mountain.
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However, these studies are based on the premise that the obstacle elevation is high
enough for the air to be lifted to its condensation level, resulting in the formation of an outflow
boundary and subsequent lifting. Little research has been done on the blocking effects of
topography on the behavior of convective systems encountering low to moderate elevation
terrain features, where the high Froude number flow can reach the obstacle unobstructed and the
resulting ascend itself is not enough to generate orographic precipitation.
Mountainous terrain usually has an inhibiting effect on tornadogenesis that must be
overcome by an environment strongly supportive of the formation of supercell, localized
topographic enhancement of other storm parameters, and a lifting mechanisms such as a
channeled outflow burst to compensate for the increased frictional disruptions to storm
development (Seimon & Bosart, 2004). However, as high terrain can dramatically increase the
vorticity along a gust front, the blocking effects alone can be enough to lead to the formation of a
closed vortex beneath the main updraft of a gust front, sometimes leading to tornado-level
rotation and damage (Smith & Lin, 2016).
Higher terrain can also lead directly to convective initiation through increased rain fall
rates and resulting stronger cold pools (Smith & Lin, 2016). The optimal balance and interactions
between storm and tornadogenesis enhancement through vorticity generation and cold-pool
driven convective initiation, and the inhibiting impacts of negative buoyancy and increased
friction, are still not well understood.

2.1.2. Baroclinic vorticity generation
As flow passes over an obstacle, the temperature field lines bend first upward and then
downward, leading to baroclinic generation of horizontal vorticity that can then be tilted into the
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vertical (Schneider, 2009; Smolarkiewicz & Rotunno, 1989). Slope of the terrain is also
important in this process by determining the speed of surface cold pools – which tend to travel
faster downhill and slower uphill – as these cold pools can contribute to the formation of
baroclinic vorticity that can be amplified into intense vertically oriented vortices through tilting.
A cold pool with a tendency to outrun the mesocyclone can be optimally slowed down on the
uphill side of an obstacle to allow baroclinic enhancement of the parent storm rotation.
Baroclinic boundaries arising from synoptic fronts and outflow boundaries from prior
convection can also affect supercell evolution and tornadogenesis, and such boundaries have
been proven to be modified by terrain interactions (Tang et al., 2016). Additionally, terrain
configuration plays an important role in determining the rate of evaporative cooling, which will
also affect the properties of the cold pool and its baroclinic vorticity generation (Bluestein,
2000).

2.1.3. Modification of environmental moisture and temperature fields
Some recent idealized simulation studies have explained topographic influence
exclusively by the modification of environmental fields in the storm environment, enhancing or
inhibiting the atmospheric processes believed to be responsible for storm dynamics (Markowski
& Dotzek, 2011). Topographical interactions with the base environmental wind field have been
shown to introduce heterogeneity in the thermodynamic, convective inhibition, and relative
humidity fields, which are thought to be the largest contributors to behavioral variability in
storms passing over these terrain features.
Terrain channeling of low-level flow may enhance the transport of warm, moist air and
create localized instability (LaPenta et al., 2005). Several case studies have confirmed that
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especially larger terrain features can enhance or prohibit moisture transport and thermodynamic
profiles favorable of convective development; observation around prominent linear landforms
suggest that such environments can increase the likelihood of supercell and tornado formation
(Bosart et al., 2006; LaPenta et al., 2005). Large mountains can also act as boundary, with a
more favorable supercell environment on one side (Schneider, 2009). Additionally, terrain
elevation causes variation in boundary layer depth, which influences the processes connected to
storm development (Bluestein, 2000). While some simulations have found the influence of
topography on temperature structure in the PBL negligible, the effects of variable terrain height
on local moisture profiles have generally been more pronounced (Zhang et al., 2015).

2.1.4. Introduction of vorticity field anomalies
Multiple simulation studies have investigated the creation of vorticity field anomalies
such as lee vortices and shear lines due to complex terrain (Drullion, 2009). Such orographically
generated environmental anomalies may increase the low-level vertical vorticity of a supercell
through advection (Geerts et al. 2009; Markowski and Dotzek 2011; Smith & Lin, 2016; Tang et
al., 2016). In highly variable terrain, low-level storm-relative helicity indicative of supercell
potential can vary dramatically over short distances due to topographically-channeled flow and
introduction of localized horizontal and vertical anomalies (Geerts et al., 2009). Additionally, the
effects of perturbation pressure may be modified significantly owing to the kinematically
induced vertical motions and variation due to terrain configuration (Bluestein, 2000).
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2.1.5. Modification and channeling of environmental winds
The interaction of low-level flows with large-scale topographic features has been found
to generate intense small-scale circulations over the storm region. Low-level flow directly
modifies the storm environment, and mountain breeze development can cause upslope wind
veering. Both effects can contribute to increasing wind shear and favor the severity of the
convection (Homar et al., 2003). Complex terrain can also modify the low-level wind flow
through creating mountain-valley circulations that can create locally favorable wind shear and
updraft conditions for storm intensification and tornadogenesis (Nuss, 1985).
Smaller-scale features of the orography can work as strengtheners of the mesoscale
eddies and vertical updrafts (Homar et al., 2003), but apart from very large mountains, the
changes in terrain height and configuration are often not systematically strong enough to alter the
overall flow pattern. However, dynamic response of the wind fields to the smaller-scale
topography details can lead to locally concentrated convergence via changes in wind speed, wind
direction and vertical wind shear variations within the PBL. These small differences can also
have an additive effect when integrated over a large depth, and can thus be sufficient to modify
parameters known to be relevant to storm structure and evolution (Zhang et al., 2015).
As a veering wind profile in the lowest 1 km favors low-level mesocyclone development
and tornadogenesis, the backing of near-surface winds due to the orientation of a hill or a valley
can help to create a veering wind profile and increase storm-relative helicity (Schneider, 2009).
Under favorable environmental conditions, locally enhanced convergence due to terrain features
may be the decisive factor in determining the location of convective initiation, while the wind
shear and SRH modifications due to terrain may influence the development and organization of
subsequent convective storms (Zhang et al., 2015).
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Recent simulation studies have found that the orientation of smaller valleys relative to the
prevailing flow can cause the channeling and backing of near-surface winds, and can
significantly influence the shape of the hodograph, increasing shear and SRH (Bosart et al.,
2006; LaPenta et al., 2005; Schneider, 2009). Storms may strengthen where they intersect areas
of enhanced low-level shear or SRH caused by channeled flow in valleys, especially if the
channeled flow is also connected to the advection of moist, unstable air into the storm inflow
(Tang et al., 2016)

2.1.6. Upslope intensification of updraft
Storm propagation upslope tends to enhance the updraft as horizontal winds are tilted into
the vertical, leading to intensification of the storm updraft and a strengthening of the
mesocyclone (Schneider, 2009). Even though upslope flow also results in the vertical tilting of
horizontal vorticity, this can be partially mitigated by the shrinking of the air column as elevation
increases. The exact ratio between vorticity generated by tilting and reduced due to shrinking on
the upslope of low terrain features may depend on multiple factors such as the terrain slope and
storm propagation speed. In addition, upslope flow has been shown to reduce convective
inhibition and to increase relative humidity, which can lead to temporary increase in updraft
speed and relative vorticity in a supercell, affecting especially the low- and midlevels of the
storm. (Markowski & Dotzek, 2011; Tang et al., 2016).

2.1.7. Downslope intensification of rotation
Conversely to upslope flow, general weakening of the convective system has been
observed in regions of downslope flow as the storm updraft is weakened by a region of increased
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convective inhibition. (Tang et al., 2016). However, this is accompanied by a subsequent
enhancement in storm rotation on the lee of the mountain, where the increasing air column height
induces increased vorticity due to stretching (Schneider, 2009; Smith & Lin, 2016). While
observations of tornado behavior on lee-side of obstacles have confirmed this intensification,
some simulation studies have had contradictory results over low-elevation obstacles (Geerts et
al., 2009), suggesting that this process might be more complicated and depend on multiple
variables such as the height of the obstacle and initial storm intensity.

2.1.8. Increased surface roughness
Idealized simulation studies have shown a correlation between surface roughness and
increased storm rotation, although this effect may be negligible in highly baroclinic conditions
where vorticity generation is already significant. Surface drag generates crosswise horizontal
vorticity by inducing wind shear both in the background environmental winds and in the storm
relative winds, and this vorticity is tilted into the vertical by the storm updraft and by local
terrain features blocking horizontal flow. Surface roughness also enhances horizontal
convergence, which strengthens the storm updraft and generates stretching of vertical vorticity
(Roberts et al., 2016). Generally, areas of complex terrain are also areas of increased surface
roughness, making the distinction between the impact of one from the other very hard outside of
an idealized simulation environment.

2.2. Experimental focus
Recent studies have been able to establish certain relationships between terrain features
and storm behavior, but many questions remain unanswered. While terrain features inevitably
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modify the local environment, it is not clear what is the most important process through which
the storm is affected. The extent to which complex terrain influences storm relative winds and
how big a role terrain-induced tilting of horizontal vorticity into the vertical has in the rotation of
the updraft are still not well understood. It is plausible that the exact effect is a combination of all
these features while their relative importance depends on the specific storm and terrain features.
Some simulations have tried to model the effects of different terrain features on
environmental and storm relative wind fields, but these studies have often used invariant obstacle
height and width, resulting in more qualitative analysis not necessarily applicable to features of
different dimensions. Figure 1 shows the investigated obstacle heights and slopes of some of the
previous simulation studies. As can be seen, many of these studies have concentrated on higher
terrain amplitudes and more moderate slopes, while acknowledging that small amplitude
variations with variable, steeper slopes often encountered in real environments merit further
study.
This study tries to analyze the effects of two important terrain features and answer the
following questions:
1) What is the effect of obstacle height on the behavior of a convective system?
2) What is the effect of the terrain slope on storm behavior for obstacles of similar height?
Based on previous studies it can be hypothesized that an increased height would result in
increased storm intensity but negate at least some of the effects of increased vorticity generation.
Steeper slope, on the other hand, could be expected to result in more localized effects, possibly
increasing storm intensity and resulting in more precipitation. Increased slope was also expected
to enhance the effect of vorticity tilting, resulting in a more intense mesocyclone; however,
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increased slope can also affect storm propagation and intensity due to the enhancement of the
updraft and cold pool effects, resulting in a more complex scenario.
Since with large topographic features mountain waves have been proven to be a
triggering mechanism for deep convection (Hierro et al, 2013), the radius of influence was
hypothesized to broaden as the height increased, while variations in the storm intensity were
expected to depend on multiple complex contributing factors. For large heights, the results were
expected to conform to previous studies on the Froude number dependence. Increased slope was
expected to positively affect storm intensity, but the impact on specific storm parameters was
more complex and exact results for the suggested scenarios hard to predict.
While slope steepness was expected to have an influence on the spatial variation of the
storm environment, the effect on total intensity remained uncertain. It would be expected that the
effects would be more pronounced in case of an environment where the other forcing agents
would be marginal, even though this would generally result in a weaker convective system.
However, variation in storm environment apart from topography were beyond the scope of this
study. Both the slope and the height were also expected to affect the environmental wind and
thermodynamic fields, although it is hard to effectively separate the effects of topography and
topography induced environmental variations.
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3. Methodology
Simulations were run using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) computer
model idealized Quarter Supercell case with modifications. The domain consisted of 300 km
(west) times 160 km (south-north) single horizontal grid with grid resolution of 2000 m in both
x- and y-directions, and variable vertical height with higher grid resolution near the surface and
layer top at 20 000 m. Rayleigh damping layer was used to account for gravity wave propagation
with free-slip boundary conditions.
The model was run for 3.5 hours with a timestep of 12 seconds, and the resulting
variables were plotted every 10 minutes. The environmental wind field was horizontally uniform
prior to the introduction of terrain modifications with variable vertical winds; the hodograph
used can be seen in Figure 2.
A convective circulation was initialized with a warm bubble at time zero at grid location
x = 21 km, y = 21 km. Previous studies (Markowki & Dotzek, 2011) had shown that running the
WRF idealized supercell simulation with the original sounding by Weissman & Klemp (1982)
resulted in a near saturated layer around 1200m height. This combined with introduced elevated
terrain resulted in additional spontaneous cloud formation at the ridge, which could make an
analysis of subsequent storm behavior more ambiguous. Therefore, a modified dryer sounding
introduced by Markowski & Dotzek was used from the Weissman & Klemp -sounding given by
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where θ(z) is the potential temperature, H(z) is the relative humidity, θtr = 343 K, θ0 = 300 K, Ttr
= 213 K, ztr = 12 km and the exponent in the formula for H(z) was changed from 5/4 to 3/4. This
resulted in no cloud formation at the ridge prior to the supercell, while a pronounced supercell
was still able to form and propagate as before. The sounding used is also plotted in Figure 3.
One flat-terrain simulation was run for comparison before a two-dimensional bell-shaped
ridge was introduced to investigate the effects of terrain elevation and slope. The location of the
ridge was in north-south direction at grid space x = 150 km, in the middle of the domain’s x-axis,
and the right-moving storm encountered the apex of the ridge around t = 140 minutes. The
formula for the ridge height was given by

where h0 was the height of the mountain, x0 = 150 km and a the half-width of the mountain.
Four heights (300m, 600m, 900m, and 1200m) were used with three different half widths
chosen so that they resulted in average slopes of 5%, 10%, and 15%, where the average slope
was calculated with the formula
Slope = h0/(2a)
The simulation heights and widths can be seen in Table 1.
This resulted in 12 different simulations in addition to the flat-terrain control simulation.
The characteristics of the storm such as intensity, updraft strength and amount of precipitation
were compared using the simulated reflectivity of the storm. The acquired data were plotted
using Python graphical features and the observed difference evaluated through the theoretical
understanding of fluid and thermodynamics. Possible sources for error were assessed critically
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idealized results to the real atmosphere was also considered.
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4. Results and discussion
The results are represented as follows: First, the behavior of the control simulation is
discussed in detail. Since the storm motion and other parameters differed only slightly for the
simulations with the ridge, the timing and descriptions presented in section 4.1. are also valid for
the storms with the introduced terrain, unless otherwise stated. Section 4.2 compares the control
simulation with ridge-simulations of different heights. While all the performed simulations were
compared to the control simulation and between different heights for a given slope, the analysis
was performed more in detail using the 10% slope with variable height. This decision was based
on the intermediate nature of the 10%-slope compared to the relatively shallow 5%-slope and the
relatively steep 15%-slope.
Section 4.3 compares the effects of a variable slope while the height of the feature is kept
constant. Again, even though all simulations were thus compared with both the control
simulation and between different slopes, the 1200 m -simulation was chosen for more specific
analysis because the differences were more discernible with a higher terrain height, resulting in
longer halfwidths and a longer interaction between the storm and the slope.

4.1 Control simulation
The reflectivity first developed a discernible signature at t = 20 min and by t = 30 min,
the feature had developed into an intense but symmetrical convective storm with maximum dBZ
> 65. The areal extent of the storm increased and the storm developed some spatial nonuniformity while traveling northeast up until t = 50 min. During this time it also decreased in
intensity, expressed by the extent and value of maximum reflectivity. By t = 60 min the storm
had clearly split into right and left areas of increased reflectivity indicative of the splitting of the
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updraft due to non-linear pressure perturbations. These storms kept traveling east (right-mover)
and north-northeast (left-mover), while their precipitation regions showed further separation, and
some smaller convective storms formed behind the old updraft, possibly due to lifting by the
original cold pool. Starting from t = 70 min both split storms also started developing hook echos
to the south (right-mover) and north (left-mover) of the main area of reflectivity, acquiring a
cyclonic and anticyclonic supercell appearance, respectively.
The right-moving storm encountered the future ridge location (x = 150 km) at time t =
140 min (Figure 4). By this time, the storm had spread over relatively large area while the hook
echo feature was less prominent, possible due to increased precipitation obscuring the signature.
The left-moving storm retained a more prominent hook echo feature, and there were several
discrete convective cells trailing behind the two supercells. The left-moving supercell entered the
ridge area around t = 160 min, while the discrete trailing cells showed signs of dissipating and
splitting into localized areas of convection around this time. During the rest of the simulation
until t = 200 min (Figure 4), the two supercells kept slightly increasing in intensity and in the
areal extent of precipitation. while the hook echo feature retained its curvature and prominence
for both cells. The FFD regions of the cell portrayed a split, almost heart-shaped character, where
a longer and shorter overlaid oval-shaped areas of precipitation stretched northeast and eastnortheast for the right-moving supercell and east-southeast and east for the left-moving
supercells.
All in all, the right-mover showed larger intensity and area of precipitation, as expected
due to the veering hodograph and subsequent influence of linear pressure perturbation. However,
the deviation from the mean wind direction given by the hodograph (Figure 2) was larger for the
left-moving storm than for the right moving storm. This was in all likelihood the result of
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variation in the storm-relative winds which for the fast-moving left-mover would be backing
with height.

4.2. Terrain height
Changes in terrain height introduced some early local variations in the reflectivity
pattern, but the overall effect of complex terrain on the reflectivity was somewhat complicated.
Previous studies had found that introducing terrain could cause a deviation to the left of the
supercell storm motion (Smith, 2014). The reflectivity pattern observed in these simulations
found no evidence of any kind of spatial deviation in the storm direction for either the right- or
the left-moving supercell prior to the top of the ridge (Figure 5), but during the downslope
descent there was a slight but discernable shift to the left of the storm motion in the two highest
elevations, 900 m and 1200m (Figure 6). This deviation was evident in both the right- and leftmoving supercells, suggesting it was independent of the storm rotation. It can be hypothesized
that the deviation might have been introduced through the interaction between terrain and the
veering wind field, possibly by terrain-induced decrease in the impact of the linear pressure
perturbation term, causing less right-deviant (more left-deviant) movement with higher elevation.
Similarly, previous observations about the decelerating effects of terrain on supercell
motion due to blocking were not confirmed as both the spatial extent and the location of the
relative maxima of reflectivity correlated very well for all terrain heights during the upslope
ascent. However, this result was expected due to the relatively small terrain heights, as the
blocking effects of mountains only become dominant for low Froude numbers connected to high
obstacle heights. The simulations also showed a slight acceleration in storm motion in the
downslope of the ridge for the two greatest heights, probably due to increased downslope flow.
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Total spatial extent of precipitation observable through minimum reflectivity was the
same for all terrain heights in the upslope part of the ridge. The downslope propagation of the
storm introduced more variability: for the two lower ridge heights (300 m and 600 m), the total
area of precipitation was increased from the control simulation. This could be caused by the
increased downslope flow at the front of the storm. Contrarily, for the two higher heights (900 m
and 1200 m), the spatial extent of radar reflectivity was decreased from the no-ridge scenario
after the descent. This can be possibly attributed to the increased rotation connected to a steeper
descent that was better able to wrap the precipitation around the updraft.
The intensity of the updraft can to some extent be inferred from the extent and maximum
value of high reflectivity around the updraft area of the storm. This high reflectivity area showed
similar variability, where for the lowest terrain height the area was decreased in the upslope of
the ridge, remained approximately the same with some spatial variation for the two middle
heights (600m and 900 m), and experienced a significant intensification for the maximum height.
The intensification was also apparent in the two middle heights for the left-moving storm. After
the descent, all storms showed eventual intensification with the originally weakened low-level
storm reaching the intensity of the control storm, and the higher terrain height storms, especially
the 1200 m -terrain height, showing clearly increased areas of high reflectivity. This is somewhat
inconsistent with the predicted weakening of the updraft due to increased CIN, but may be also
attributable to increased rotation causing precipitation to accumulate on a more compact area.
Storm rotation and the amount of vorticity ingested by the storm can be qualitatively
inferred from the prevalence of the hook-echo feature. More prominent hook-echo was strongly
correlated to terrain height in the upslope of the obstacle, with especially clear echo feature on
the right-moving supercell on the two highest terrain heights. The hook-echo feature of the left-
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mover was only slightly enhanced on the 1200 m simulation and not apparent in lower ridge
heights. However, contrary to expectations, the hook-echo signature did not strengthen
substantially after descent from the ridge, with only the 1200 m terrain height supercells showing
more prominent hook-echos than the control simulation. This suggests that while the increased
tilting of horizontal vorticity on the upslope of the ridge might have played a large role in
increasing the vertical vorticity of the storms, the terrain heights were probably not substantial
enough for a significant stretching of existing vorticity on the downslope side.

4.3. Terrain slope
Comparison between different terrain slopes and the control simulation revealed variability in
storm parameters well before the storms entered the sloped area, giving credence to the
hypothesis that the modification of environmental fields might play a significant role in the
terrain-storm interactions. While some localized blocking was evident in the reflectivity pattern
during the upslope progression, slope steepness did not significantly alter the storm location or
spatial extent during upslope progression, with possibly a slight deviation to the left visible in the
data for the shallowest slope.
However, the intensity was greatly affected by the slope steepness, with significantly
more intense reflectivity pattern for shallower slopes. For the same height, a shallower slope also
showed increase in the storm intensity earlier as the storm encountered the beginning of the slope
at an earlier timestep. This implies that the residence time of the storm over sloped terrain might
play a more significant role than the actual height of the slope. Therefore, a gradual ascent might
produce a more intense updraft and reflectivity pattern than a sudden ascent for the same height.
The difference in storm intensity was most prevalent before the steeper-slope storms had time to
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interact with their respective slopes and was somewhat decreased after all storms had had time to
ascent to full height of the ridge. However, since the maximum halfwidth of the slope was 12
km, which was relatively small compared to the distance covered by the storm between
timesteps, the data were not able to discern the difference between more and less gradual ascent
to a very high detail. However, once all (right-moving) storms had had time to reach to top of the
ridgee, the storm with a moderate slope (10%) portrayed the most intense overall reflectivity
pattern. Therefore, there might be an optimal balance between residence time and increased
steepness where the updraft will gain most net momentum due to terrain interaction.
While the hook-echo feature implying increased updraft vorticity was much more
pronounced for the simulations with a ridge compared to the control simulation after the ascent,
the time difference in the intensification of rotation was hard to discern. The hook started to
portray increased curvature around t = 80 minutes for the shallowest slope, consistent with the
time the storm first encountered the slope feature. At the top of the ridge at t = 140 minutes the
differences in hook-echo size and orientation were not very significant for different slopes
(Figure 5), with possibly a stronger signature evident for the shallower slopes especially for the
left-moving supercell. The difference to the control simulation, however, was significant for all
slopes and increased with obstacle height. This implies that the increased rotation might have
been mainly the product of storm directly interacting with the slope by tilting of vorticity as the
intensification of the hook-echo started earlier for the slope with larger horizontal extent.
During the downslope propagation, there was a small acceleration in the storm motion,
especially for the left-moving supercell, that increased with a decreasing slope. While the
downslope propagation due to increased flow might have played a role, this could also be
attributed to the increased intensity of the storm acquired during ascent. The overall spatial
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extent of the storms showed a decrease from the control simulation with larger decrease for the
shallower slopes, possibly due to increased rotation and concentration of precipitation around the
storm updraft.
The intensity of the storms was higher than in the control simulation for all terrain slopes,
especially pronounced difference in the left-moving supercell. For the left-mover, the shallowest
slope produced the largest intensity while for the right-mover the intensity was largest for the
10%-slope. All storms experienced a sudden decrease in intensity directly over the downslope,
with a more dramatic decrease for the steeper slopes due to increased convective inhibition, as
predicted by previous studies (Tang et al., 2016). However, immediately following the descent,
all the storms showed rapid intensification around t = 180 minutes, reaching more prominent
reflectivity patterns than the control simulation. This is consistent with the initial stretching and
subsequent vertical advection of vorticity caused by the downslope descent. All storms also
retained their higher intensity after passing the ridge, leading to the conclusion that the ridgeinteraction caused an overall intensification of the storm intensity.
The stretching of vorticity is also supported by the development of a more prominent
hook-echo on the downslope of the bridge in all simulations with a slope. The feature was
enhanced for both the right- and left-moving supercells, and was most prominent in the
simulations with the shallowest slope. This implies that – as with the updraft intensification – the
residence time over a sloped terrain might have a larger effect that the steepness of the slope,
although this analysis is complicated by the fact that the original storm intensity and hook-echo
appearance was not the same for the storms at the top of the ridge prior to descent. Large
increase in the rotation might also partly explain why the 10%-slope produced the most intense
reflectivity signature, as the more tightly wrapped precipitation in the 5%-simulation reduced the
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size of high-dBZ areas in the FFD region, and the increase in RFD precipitation, even though
apparent in the 5%-simulation, might have been downplayed by the binning of data.
Overall, the intermediate slope (10%) showed the strongest supercell reflectivity pattern
for the right-moving supercell, while the shallowest slope (5%) was preferred by the left -moving
supercell; the 5%-slope was preferred for the intensification of rotation for both supercells.
Apparent differences in this preference can also be due to a complex interaction between the
orientation of the obstacle, modified environmental fields and the veering wind profile and the
different storm motion and vorticity directions of the right- and left-moving storms, and merit
further study. While variations due to the slope could be observed for all ridge heights, the
differences were more prevalent in the highest height (1200 m) simulation, probably due to the
larger spatial extent of the slope features and the increased time the storm had to interact with
them.
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5. Conclusions
Terrain interaction with supercell convection is a complex process with many
interconnected variables and processes that make estimating the resulting changes in storm
behavior very challenging. Computer simulations enable the isolation of a single variable and are
vital in investigating how variations in this parameter affect storm properties. While the Weather
Research and Forecasting (WRF) model simulations have been proven to reproduce actual storm
behavior relatively well (Geerts et al., 2009), location and data input errors of numerical models
may lead to errors in the impact of topography as the atmospheric features interact with an
incorrect representation of the underlying topography (Zhang et al., 2015). Idealized simulations
are not prone to input errors but these simulations suffer from unavoidable simplifications. The
terrain features investigated often portray unrealistic uniformity while ignoring the effects of
surface friction, radiative transfer and microphysical complexity. However, currently they are the
best way to understand the interaction between storm behavior and topography.
This study investigated the variation in two terrain parameters, the height and the average
slope of a bell-shaped terrain ridge, on the behavior of a simulated supercell using the idealized
supercell case of the WRF computer model, concentrating on small terrain heights and steep
slopes neglected by many previous studies. A control simulation was performed where the
supercell split into a right-moving and left-moving counterparts, which retained their supercell
characteristics throughout the simulation until the end time t = 210 min. After this a ridge was
introduced in the center of the domain and the simulations repeated with four terrain heights (300
m, 600 m, 900 m, 1200 m) and three average slopes (5%, 10% and 15%).
It was found that the introduction of a ridge caused a leftward deviation in the supercell
motion, increasing with the height of the slope and possibly attributable to changes in the forcing
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through linear pressure perturbation. Blocking effects of the mountain were found to be
insufficient at these elevations to affect the overall propagation or behavior of the storms, while a
downslope propagation was slightly accelerated for higher ridge heights due to increased
downslope flow. The spatial extent of precipitation was found to vary, with increasing total area
for small terrain height and decreasing area for larger terrain height; these variations were
possibly by the increased rotation of the storm.
The intensity of the storm, as determined by the extent and value of maximum dBZ,
showed generally an increasing trend with increasing obstacle height. This is consistent with
previous studies that have observed the intensification of updraft due the tilting of horizontal
flow in an upslope. All storms experienced a transient decrease in updraft intensity on the
downslope of the ridge – more pronounced for steeper slopes – and possibly attributable to
increased convective inhibition. However, the storms regained their intensity shortly after,
quickly surpassing the intensity of the control simulation. The reason for this was not evident,
but could be connected to the increased non-linear pressure perturbation induced by downslope
stretching of vorticity.
The prominence of the hook-echo was used as a proxy for vertical vorticity. These
features became more prominent on the upslope of the ridge with simulations with higher
obstacle height showing a larger hook curvature. This can be mostly explained by increased
tilting of horizontal vorticity in the vertical by the slope. The hypothesized downslope stretching
of vorticity either did not vary between different heights or was counteracted by some other
process, as hook echo signatures experience very little variation on the downslope of the ridge
for the same slope.
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Variations in the slope steepness revealed larger increase in propagation speed, intensity
and rotation for the less steep slope of the same height, suggesting that the residence time over a
sloped terrain plays a more important role than the terrain steepness for the same height. Slope
steepness did not affect the propagation or size of the storms on the upslope of the ridge, but
especially the left-moving supercell was accelerated on the downslope. The intensity was greatly
increased for the shallower slope at an earlier time as the storm started to interact with the
terrain. However, the maximum intensity was observed for the 10%-slope at the apex of the
ridge, possibly suggesting a balance between residence time and slope steepness.
The hook echo signature was much more pronounced compared to the control simulation
for all different slopes with little variation in the shape, albeit the feature portrayed more
curvature at an earlier time for the shallowest slope, suggesting a direct interaction between
increased tilting of horizontal vorticity by the slope and storm rotation. While vertical vorticity
was not observed to change for different ridge heights on the downslope of the feature, there was
a pronounced increase in the hook echo -signature for different slopes with a more pronounced
curvature for the shallower slope. This again suggests that the stretching of vorticity or other
processes that have been hypothesized to increase vorticity on the downslope of terrain features
might be more sensitive to the residence time over a downslope than to the steepness of the
slope.
All in all, the supercells were observed to increase in intensity and to acquire more
rotation when a terrain obstacle was introduced. Features were generally more enhanced for
higher over lower elevation and for longer over shorter halfwidth, i.e. shallower over steeper
slope with a possible optimal slope for most intensification. The storms also retained these
features after passing the ridge, leading to the conclusion that the ridge-storm interaction caused
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an overall intensification of the supercell. While most of these interactions can be explained with
intensification of updraft and tilting of horizontal vorticity in the upslope and the stretching of
existing vorticity in the downslope, variations in storm structure were observed well before the
storms entered a sloped area, giving credence to the environmental modification of storm
environment and blocking/baroclinic interactions of the cold pool.
It is to be noted that the relationships between different storm processes where largely
simplified for this study. The intensity of the updraft was inferred from the magnitude and
location of high reflectivity values, assuming that a higher updraft magnitude would result in
more lofting of hydrometeors to the level of simulated reflectivity and in more formation of hail
and large raindrops with high reflectivity values. On the other hand, it was assumed that
increased rotation would also prevent large vertical advection of the hydrometeors away from the
updraft while creating a pronounced hook echo. These parameters are only qualitatively
indicative of updraft intensity and increased rotation in certain storm environments and can be
influenced by many processes and factors affecting storm development, reducing the validity of
the results of this study.
Additionally, this study did not account for the variation in moisture distribution that
have been proven to result from terrain interaction with environmental humidity profiles.
Similarly, if and optimal balance exists between slope steepness and residence time, this balance
might be sensitive to storm motion and environmental wind profile, which were not addressed in
this study and merit further investigation. Due to the limitations of this study, many of the
theoretical processes that could contribute to supercell behavior could not be properly
investigated. More detailed data and a larger parameter spaced is required to draw more definite
conclusion about the influence of terrain slope and height on storm behavior, and this, among
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other inherent limitations of computer models, must be addressed before the results can be
applied to real environments.
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Tables

Slope = 5%

Slope = 10%

Slope = 15%

Height (m)

Halfwidth (m)

Halfwidth (m)

Halfwidth (m)

300

3000

1500

1000

600

6000

3000

2000

900

9000

4500

3000

12000

6000

4000

1200

Table 1. The ridge heights and halfwidths used in the simulations.
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Figures

Figure 1. Obstacle heights and averaged slopes investigated in some of the previous idealized studies on topography effects on
storm behavior. 1. Chu et Lin (2000) 2. Frame et Markowski (2006) 3. Smith et al. (2016) 4. Reeves et Lin (2007) 5. Markowski et
Dotzek (2011).

Figure 2. The hodograph of environmental winds used for the initialization of the simulation.
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Figure 3. The sounding used for the initialization of the supercell as adapted by Markowski & Dotzek.
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Figure 4. Radar reflectivity (dBZ) for the control simulation without a ridge at times t = 140 minutes (left) and t = 200 minutes
(right).

Figures 5 and 6. (Next two pages). Radar reflectivity (dBZ) for the simulations with variable ridge height and slope at times t =
140 minutes (Figure 5) and t = 200 minutes (Figure 6). The heights and slopes are as portrayed in Table 1: Top row ridge height is
300 m, second row ridge height is 600 m, third row ridge height is 900 m and bottom row ridge height is 1200 m. Left column
slope is 5%, middle column slope is 10% and right column slope is 15% with the individual ridge halfwidths chosen accordingly as
explained in section 3.
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Figure 5. Reflectivity (dBZ) at t = 140
minutes.
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Figure 6. Reflectivity (dBZ) at t = 200
minutes.
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